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HOW TO FOLD THE TRAILER/STROLLER
It’s actually easy - you shall just tighten few screws. In this user guide we’ve
used mainly pictures because we think that they are often more illustrative
than a tons of text. We‘ve got just one small appeal to you - control and tighten
all the screws before each trip. If you’d have any questions, be sure that you
can either write to us: info@redf leck.cz or call Pavel +420 724 014 416.
Thank you for purchasing KoloFogo. We hope you’ll be satisfied.

1. The stroller will come to you

almost completed. The only part of
it’s frame you’ll have to assemble
is the handlebar. Start with it - just
follow the pictures.

2. Then assemble the cab. Just raise

the frame and screw together the
divided parts of the construction.
Use the two long screws with
plastic heads.

3. Pull the upholstery over the frame
and click the buttons.

4. Raise the handlebar and screw it
to the frame. Tighten the screws,
please.

5. Lean the stroller forward - with the

handlebar leaned on the ground.
You’ll then have better access to the
swinging fork.
Screw the absorber to the frame,
then - using the quick-release screw to the swinging fork. The absorber is
preset to 40-50 PSI (for the weight up
to 35 kg), you don’t have to alter the
pressure.

6. Put the big wheel on - first put

the disc on the wheel between the
calipers of the brake. Then press
the button on the axle, push it in
the swinging fork and in the nave
of the wheel.

After that, please control if the
small balls at the opposite end of
the axle have jumped out. Control
that always, please, before each trip.

7. Lean the stroller on the ground
and put the smaller wheels on. Use
the same trick as by the big wheel just press the button on the axle and
push it into the tube. Now you can
go for a walk.

HOW TO ATTACH THE TRAILER TO THE BIKE
WARNING: When attaching the trailer to 10. Put the adapter on the seatpost the bike or when detaching it, the trailer
as down to the frame as possible
MUST be empty. Please load the child and
and with the “collar” to the back.
the baggage into it after you attach or
Tighten the screws fast so the
adapter won’t roll round.
detach the trailer.

8. Fasten the flag onto the frame - use

the screw/nut and the plastic roll on
the frame..

11. Attach the drag bar to the adapter -

use the long screw enclosed and the
black plastic quick-release lever.
Tighten up the lever, then also the
screw (with the spanner).

9. Make sure that the handlebar is

fully tucked into the tubes - tighten
the clamps and then use the plastic
safety pins to secure the handlebar.

12. Take the second adapter and put

him on the handlebar. When there,
use the screw and the nut to fasten
it to the handlebar.

14. Take the axle with the two small

wheels and click it up/forward to the
frame. Now you can go…
When detaching the trailer, start with
loosing up the axle so it will again
work as an kickstand.
Then you’ll loose the quick-release
screw on the adapter tightened to the
handlebar. Take the handlebar with
one hand, raise it a little bit, then with
the second hand loose the drag bar.

13. Unlock the axle with the two small
wheels so it will just hang down
(it will now work as an kickstand).
Insert the adapter tightened to the
handlebar into the drag bar and
tighten it together with the quickrelease screw.

WITH OR WITHOUT THE WHEELS
1a

2a

1b

2b

You can either take the small wheels
with you for a bike trip or leave
them at home. If you take them, they
work as an kickstand.

3. DIFFERENT POSITIONS OF THE SEAT
1.

The lower “comfortable” position the seat hangs on the lower tube.

2.

The higher “sitting” position the seat hangs on the higher tube.

3.

4. THE SIDE CUSHION – how to install it
1.

2.

5. THE ROOF – how to attach it to the cab
1.

2.

Roll the roof carefully in to the scroll.
Use the two straps on the each side of
the scroll to attach it to the cab.

10. THE KICKSTAND

This is how it looks like when the
kickstand is installed. Included in
the equipment of the model TAHOE
(the pure trailer), by the other two
models is the kickstand an option
(accessory).

12. THE FENDER – how to install it

Start the installation from the
bottom side of the handlebar. Just
klick the buttons.

This is where you should click up/
forward the axle with the two small
wheels to the frame.

